
METRO 100 QUINT
EXCEED EXPECTATIONS.

The Metro 100 Quint is a single axle aerial with 100’ of vertical reach and up to 92’ of 
horizontal reach with a pump, tank and hose bed.  The crisscross underslung outrigger spread 

of only 11’ allows for set up in tight locations. 

Once on scene the Metro 100 Quint is equipped to get the job done with a mid-ship pump 
rated up to 2000 GPM and a 300 to 500 gallon water tank.  The extruded aluminum body has 

loads of compartmentation and the enclosed tunnels hold up to 127’ of ground ladders. 

This versatile machine is available with the HR 100, LTH 100 or 110 aerial to meet department 
requirements.
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The HR 100 aerial provides an unrestricted horizontal reach of up to 
92’. Setting up facing down hill is no issue for the Metro 100 Quint 
since it is fully stable with the front tires off the ground 

When compared to a tandem rear axle product, the Metro 100 Quint 
provides a high strength 100’ ladder in a smaller, lower cost and more 
maneuverable package. 

VERTICAL REACH 100'

HORIZONTAL REACH 91' 5"

TIP LOAD 500 lb. tip load wet or dry

WATERWAY Waterway flows up to 1500 GPM

OUTRIGGERS Crisscross underslung outriggers with 11' spread

CAB Typhoon or Cyclone cabs from 58" to 74"

CHASSIS Powder coated hot dipped galvanized frame rails with a 210"-230" wheelbase 

AERIAL CONTROLS Manual, AACS Basic and AACS Deluxe

ENGINE Cummins engine up to 605 HP

BODY CONFIGURATION Extruded aluminum Quint body with Sidestacker or no pump no tank configurations

GROUND LADDERS Minimum 127' of ground ladders 

PUMP Hale, Waterous, Darley of MAC1 pumps up to 2,000 GPM

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM AERIAL CRISSCROSS UNDERSLUNG 
OUTRIGGERS Fully welded extruded aluminum with 

integral non-slip rungs and tall handrails for 
safe and secure climbing. Aluminum aerial 
provides a low total cost of ownership since 
it will never rust, need repainting, or have to 
have rubber rung covers replaced. 

Full depth / full height compartments on both 
sides provide excellent storage capacity.  
SideStacker™ body design allows for re-pack-
ing hose bed without raising the aerial.  Short 
rear overhang with raised rear perimeter 
provides excellent maneuverability.  

The Metro 100 Quint features crisscross 
underslung outriggers with a spread of only 
11’.  The compact design can set up in tight 
conditions.  Stowing below the body allows 
for additional compartmentation not possible 
with other outrigger designs. 

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM BODY 


